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Ok, so as sceptical as I was about the whole ‘going on exchange was the best decision of my life’, I
have to say; it’s true. Do it. And Tübingen has got to be the best place to do it. German beer, German
culture, German language, international friends from all over the world. Sounds almost too good to
be true…

Tübingen
Tübingen is a small town in Baden-Württemberg in southern Germany. Like Dunedin, Tübingen is a
student town, and is actually officially recognised as such by the government. It’s perfect if you want
to be somewhere that has things going on without it being a huge grey city. It’s easy to get anywhere
by bus and there are heaps of opportunities to get outside the town and into the forests/fields. It
has a beautiful Altstadt with traditional Fachwerkhäuser (those typical German timber-beamed
houses). It’s also relatively close to Stuttgart (45 mins drive/1hr bus or train) which has a large
airport so you can easily fly anywhere in Europe and with Germany being so central in Europe it’s
simple to explore Europe.

Accommodation
I stayed in Waldhäuser Ost (WHO) which was great. Most other exchange students stay here as well
so I would recommend staying here too. The room was all good, the Hausmeister is pretty intense
though (stereotypical Russian - Herr Fröhlich). There’s also Tübingen’s equivalent of Capone there
called Kuckuck (but better than Capone) which is frequented pretty much only by students. WHO is
relatively far from the town centre but busses run all the time and only takes approx. 10 mins. If

you’re doing Biology like I did, most of your classes will be at Morgenstelle, which isn’t near the town
centre anyway. There are town supermarkets and a restaurant or two.

Academics
In March I did the START Kurs German course, which I cannot stress enough how much I recommend
you doing. I only partly did it to improve my German, mainly it was to meet people and make
friends. The friends I had and hung out with on exchange were almost exclusively people I met
during this course. Because they’re all exchange students as well they want to travel just as much as
you. Also, in the course you’ll do all the matriculation and registering with the city and that.
Sorting out my actual classes was a bit of a mare as there was a bit of confusion in the
communication between Otago and Tübingen, and ended up being a bit harder than it should’ve
been (especially with the Baden-Württemberg Stipendium). The classes were all interesting though, I
ended up doing a class called ‘Social Insects’ where we were taught about bees and such in a log
cabin on the edge of a forest (not as scary as it sounds) and we got to look through beehives each
class and even extracted and got to take home honey at the end of the course. They have some cool
excursions as well, especially if you’re there the whole year (Excursions to the Amazon Rainforest or
the reefs in the Red Sea in Egypt!1!1!!). But I recommend sorting this out as soon as possible
because by the time I applied classes were already full.

Travel/Transport
Tübingen is pretty close to the Stuttgart Airport so you can go anywhere in Europe very easily, but
there are long-haul bus connections from Tübingen or Stuttgart as well. I went to a ton of places
including: Milan, Paris, Lille, Amsterdam, Brussels, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Prague,
Neuschwanstein, Zermatt, Zadar, Lichtenstein, and Manchester. Plus, there are heaps of budget
airlines (e.g. Ryanair) like Jetstar where you can take super flights around the place (e.g. 30€ return
flight to Manchester, 9€ Copenhagen→Stockholm).
You can also take day trips with trains or buses from Tübingen like to Schloss Lichtenstein and Burg
Hohenzollern (great castles) or to München or Lake Constance.

Events
While I was there they had the Frühlingsfest in Stuttgart which was fantastic (see picture). I highly
recommend going and wearing Lederhosen or a Dirndl and drinking beer. It’s sort of like Oktoberfest
but in April. There are also heaps of events in Tübingen for the summer and the town is just
beautiful at that time of the year.

I cannot recommend going on exchange enough it was definitely the best decision I’ve ever made
and it was the best semester I’ve ever had by far – and all the people… well, they really make the
exchange so amazing.
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